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Abstract
Because of frequent wars, the spy activities thrived in Song dynasty and leaved
us lot of historical records. However, until recently, spy activities in Song dynasty
went surprisingly neglected as a well-developed topic of study among historians.
Thus, focusing on the specific execution and development of spy activities, this
article tries to devot to such a topic as the following four parts:
Chapter one surveys the administrative organization of spy activities in Song
dynasty. Bying analyzing both the central and local administrative organizations, it
demonstrates the existence of the rigorous and uniform system for administrating
the spy activities in Song dynasty
Chapter two examinees the mission, enrollment and role of spies in Song
dynasty. It separately discusses the mission assumed by spies, the recruitment
standards and former social role of spies.
Chapter three describe the process of filching and delivering militant intelligence.
Besides, it analyzes in detail the official institutions for the intelligence
transmission. As a conclusion, this article argues that a strict and integrated wet
had been formed in Song dynasty, which guaranteed the high celerity and nicety
of intelligence transmission.
Chapter four surveys the techniques and measures for intelligence transmission.
Based on the specific historical cases, it proves the variety of spying measures
and the greatness of techniques.
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